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Abstract. This paper reports a novel single mode source of narrow-band entangled
photon pairs at telecom wavelengths under continuous wave excitation, based on
parametric down conversion. For only 7mW of pump power it has a created
spectral radiance of 0.08 pairs per coherence length and a bandwidth of 10 pm
(1.2GHz). The effectively emitted spectral brightness reaches 3.9 ∗ 105 pairs s−1
pm−1. Furthermore, when combined with low jitter single photon detectors, such
sources allow for the implementation of quantum communication protocols without any
active synchronization or path length stabilization. A HOM-Dip with photons from
two autonomous CW sources has been realized demonstrating the setup’s stability and
performance.
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1. Introduction
In quantum communication, flying qubits are encoded either on single photons, or
pairs of entangled photons. The latter are a key element for remote communication
protocols like teleportation or quantum repeaters. Such protocols are based on a local
joint measurement of two photons (e.g. Bell state measurement, BSM) originating
from separated sources and rely on the fact that the photons to be measured are
indistinguishable. To provide temporal indistinguishability of independent photons,
their timing precision has to be better than their coherence time. For photons
originating from different remote sources, this can be achieved by pulsed emission times,
synchronized by an external clock [1, 2]. Major drawbacks are the need for accurate
synchronization of the lasers as well as precise matching and stabilization of the optical
path lengths.
Alternatively, timing can be obtained by postselecting appropriate photon pairs by
detection [3]. To allow for precise timing, the coherence time of the photons has to be
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longer than the temporal resolution of the detectors. As an advantage, the sources do
not require any synchronization and hence allow the use of relatively simple continuous
wave (CW) excitation. In addition due to the long coherence length, the setup is less
sensitive to path length fluctuations which is a limiting factor for joint measurements
under pulsed excitation.
Entangled photon pairs may, for example, be produced by bi-exciton cascade
emission of quantum dots [4, 5] or intracavity atomic ensembles [6], but due to
their relatively early development stage, these techniques are still not practical for
quantum communication. Alternatively nonlinear effects like spontaneous 4-wave
mixing [7, 8, 9, 10] or spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) in nonlinear
crystals [1, 11, 12, 13, 14] can be used. These systems appear to be more practical,
but have the disadvantage of a broad emission spectrum (from one to tens of nm),
providing an insufficient coherence length to tolerate length fluctuations in optical fibres
(4 ∗ 10−6 K−1) of several kilometers.
A narrow-bandwidth emission spectrum can be obtained by counter propagating
SPDC [14] or SPDC in photonic crystals [15], but are still under development and
efficiencies are extremely low. Another approach to achieving a long coherence time
consists in either inserting the nonlinear crystal in a cavity [16] or using very narrow
bandpass filters [17]. The first technique generally provides a smaller bandwidth
whereas the latter has the advantage of easy maintenance, advantageous e.g. for field
experiments. In the first part of this paper we present a CW source of entangled photon
pairs with long coherence times. This is achieved by combining the high conversion
efficiency of SPDC in a nonlinear PPLN waveguide with narrow bandwidth filtering
via a phase shifted fibre Bragg grating (PSFBG). In the second part, we describe the
realization and implementation of different detection techniques.
Fibre optical networks provide an existing resource for long distance communi-
cation. To take advantage of this and in order to minimize propagation losses, light
at telecommunication wavelengths has to be used. At this wavelength -1560 nm in our
case - single photons are usually detected by InGaAs avalanche photo detectors (APDs),
which provide timing resolution of up to 100 ps and quantum efficiencies [18] of up to
30%, but generally, only in gated mode. This makes them unsuitable for combination
with CW-sources due to the lack of synchronization signals. In order to meet the strict
conditions on the detectors for high timing resolution and free running operation, we
focus on two new generation detectors which have been developed recently. We imple-
mented mid-infrared single photon detection by up-conversion combined with Si-APDs
[19, 20] as well as superconducting detectors provided by SCONTEL [21].
To demonstrate the performance of the sources in combination with high resolution
detectors, we present a Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM) dip in the last part of the paper. The
results are discussed in the conclusion.
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2. The photon pair source
2.1. Entanglement by parametric down conversion
In the following, the different components of our source are described in detail. Figure 1
shows a schematic setup of our narrow band CW source. Pairs of energy-time entangled
photons are created by SPDC in a nonlinear crystal pumped at λp = 780nm. The
crystal is a 50mm-long periodically poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) waveguide (HC
Photonics). Phase matching is such that SPDC produces degenerate pairs of signal and
idler photons at 1560 nm; with a spectral distribution of ∆λ0 = 80nm. The crystal’s
temperature can be tuned and the nonlinear conversion efficiency was measured to be
10−5. Through energy conservation, signal and idler photons satisfy the relationship
λ−1p = λ
−1
s + λ
−1
i , hence detecting the signal photon at λs projects the corresponding
idler photon onto λi. The created photons have the same polarization and exit the
PPLN waveguide collinearly. They are coupled into a standard optical single mode fibre
with an efficiency of 30%. A bulk high-pass Silicon filter (Si) is placed just before
coupling into the fibre in order to block the remaining pump light while transmitting
(T = 90%) the created photons.
2.2. Long coherence time by narrow filtering
The spectral distribution of the downconverted light corresponds to a coherence time of
only τc = 43 fs. In order to increase this value, the photons have to be narrowly filtered.
Such narrow band filters are obtained by cascading two different types of fibre Bragg
gratings (see insert, figure 1). The first one is a standard fibre Bragg grating (FBGs)
with a bandwidth of ∼ 1nm and a high rejection rate (> 45 dB) over the entire SPDC
spectrum. This FBG reflects the desired wavelength, requiring the use of a circulator.
The second one is a phase-shifted fibre Bragg grating (PSFBGs), featuring a 10 pm-wide
transmission spectrum and a rejection window of only a few nm. The downconverted
light with a broad spectrum is sent into port 1 of the circulator. In port 2, the FBGi
reflects light at λs over ∼ 1nm and transmits all the remaining wavelengths. The
reflected light then exits the circulator via port 3 and is further filtered by a PSFBGi
(λs, ∆λs = 10 pm). The remaining light, transmitted by the FBG, is sent into another
similar filter module centered at λi.
The overall insertion loss of these filters (AOS GmbH) is 2-3 dB. The filters enable
us to reduce the initial broad SPDC spectrum down to a bandwidth of 10 pm (1.2GHz),
corresponding to 7 cm of coherence length in optical fibres, with a rejection of >45 dB
over the whole SPDC spectrum. The filters are temperature tuned and stabilized,
allowing for a wavelength precision of the order of 1 pm over several weeks. Signal and
idler filters are placed at 1558 nm and 1562 nm respectively, and independently tunable
over 400 pm, allowing for fine adjustment.‡
‡ In principle the idler-filter is not necessary, but serves to improve the signal to noise ratio by selecting
the corresponding photon out of a broad spectrum of non-correlated photons.
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Figure 1. Setup of the source. A continuous laser (CW), stabilized on the D2-
transition line of Rubidium (Rb), is pumping a nonlinear PPLN crystal. Pairs of
entangled signal and idler photons are created and emitted collinearly by SPDC. The
remaining pump light is filtered by a silicon filter (Si). The photons are coupled into
singlemode optical fibres. They are then separated and narrowly filtered (Filter, see
text) before detected by low-jitter single photon detectors (SPD).
2.3. Source characteristics and applications
This type of photon-pair source, combining a non-linear crystal and narrow-band filters,
can be pumped by either a CW or pulsed laser. Here, the source is pumped by a CW
diode laser with external cavity (Toptica DL 100) at λp = 780nm. The laser is stabilized
against the D2 transition line of Rb 87 allowing for long term wavelength stability of
less than 0.5 pm.
An important parameter to characterize a light emitting source is the spectral
radiance Lλ = hc
2〈n〉/λ5, with h the Planck quantum, c the speed of light, λ the
photons wavelength and 〈n〉 the average number of created photons per mode [22]. Let
us consider a single mode source, so that 〈n〉 represents the average number of photons
per coherence time. If now, the bandwidth of the created spectrum (∆λ0) is filtered
to ∆λf , on one hand the number N of photons created per second is reduced by a
factor r = ∆λf/∆λ0 and on the other hand the coherence time τc = 0.44 λ
2/∆λ is
increased by r at the same time. This means that the number of temporal modes per
second M=τ−1c ∗ s also diminishes by r. Hence 〈n〉 = N/M (and consequently Lλ)
remains constant for any given source and is independent on the spectral filtering. (for
details see [23, 22]).
In order to avoid errors due to multiple photon emission, one is limited to 〈n〉 ≤ 1
and in the case of a Poisson photon distribution, this limit is on the order of 0.1 [24].
Our single mode source achieves a 〈n〉 of 0.08 pairs per coherence length with only 7mW
of pump power injected into the waveguide. This radiance is one order of magnitude
larger than any comparable photon pair source based on SPDC. Taking into account
the losses due to absorption in the crystal, fibre coupling and insertion losses in filters,
an overall optical transmission of T = 13% per photon is obtained. This leads to an
effectively emitted spectral brightness Eλ into the single mode fibre of 3.9 ∗ 10
5 pairs
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Table 1. Comparison of different approaches to entangled photon pair sources by the
mean number of photons 〈n〉 created per coherence time τ−1
c
, bandwidth ∆λ in pm,
optical transmission T in including coupling efficiency into optical fibres in %, and
their effectively emitted spectral brightness Eλ per s and per pm.
Process 〈n〉 ∆λ T Eλ
[τ−1
c
] [pm] [%] [s−1pm−1]
Filtered SPDC 0.08 10 13 3.9 ∗ 105
4-wave-mixinga [8] 0.025 200 14 2*104
Cavity SPDC [16] 0.012 0.02 14 7.6 ∗ 104
Atomic ensembleb [6] 0.02 0.01 35 2.3 ∗ 106
Quantum dotsb c [5] N.A. 620 8 < 1
a Note that [8] works in pulsed mode, such that 〈n〉 is given in pairs per pulse and
hence different from CW sources.
bFor quantum dots and atomic ensembles, filtering induces additional losses due to lack
of energy correlation between the two photons of a pair and hence their bandwidth is
fixed.
c Coupling efficiency for quantum dots is taken from an other experiment [29].
pm−1s−1.
This source can be adapted to match various applications [25, 26, 27] which require
either maximal emission rates or long coherence length or any tradeoff in between, simply
by choosing a filter of suitable bandwidth. If, for example, employed in conjunction with
quantum memories, a bandwidth on the order of up to 300MHz is required.
In principle, this is possible for any other source as well, but in our case it is also
practical since only a few mW of pump power suffices to maintain the maximum 〈n〉.
Furthermore, due to the narrow bandwidth, chromatic dispersion as well as polarization
mode dispersion are negligible [28]. In table 1, different approaches to entangled photon
pair sources are compared.
From another point of view, our setup represents a heralded single photon source at
1560 nm with long coherence length and a P1 = 0.13. Up to now, most heralded single
photon sources [6, 30, 31, 32] have focused only on single photon and multiphoton
probabilities without taking into account the bandwidth of the heralded photons. This
figure is important since chromatic dispersion in optical fibres will strongly reduce the
maximal communication distances [27].
Given a Gaussian filter with a width of 10 pm, the photons have a corresponding
coherence time of 350 ps. This value is 7 times greater than the resolution of state-of-
the-art detectors, which are described in the next section.
3. Time resolution by detection
In order to realize a complete asynchronous quantum communication system we have
implemented two free-running detectors based on either nonlinear sum frequency
generation (SFG) and Si-detectors, or superconducting detectors. Si-APD detectors
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[33, 34] offer both high quantum efficiencies (of 50%) and temporal resolution better
than 50 ps, for wavelengths below 1µm. In order to detect light at 1560 nm, photons can
be frequency converted to e.g. 600 nm by SFG: A signal photon at 1560nm is combined
with a high power (> 200mW ) CW pump laser at 980 nm and then sent into a nonlinear
PPLN WG crystal, phase matched for up-conversion. Photons at 600 nm are created
and detected with an overall quantum efficiency greater than 10%, including coupling,
losses and an APD detection efficiency of 50%. The dark count rate of such a setup can
reach several hundred kHz due to pump-dependent nonlinear noise [19, 20]. However,
one can reduce this noise level to a more practical level, (which in turn reduces the
upconversion quantum efficiency) while maintaining the advantages of high temporal
resolution and passive detection. In this instance, we chose to operate these detectors
with 3% detection efficiency and 30 kHz noise.
3.1. Superconducting detectors
Alternatively, single photons can be detected by superconducting sensors. One approach
is given by transition edge detectors (TES) [35]. These devices have a detection
efficiency of over 80%, very low counting rates (10 kHz) and are not suitable for time
synchronization due to their poor time resolution (of the order of 100 ns).
Here we use another type of detector, referred as Superconducting Single Photon
Detector (SSPD), based on the so-called hotspot process [36]. A superconducting
nanowire, made out of ultrathin (3-5 nm) Niobium Nitride (NbN) stripes of 100 nm
width, is biased slightly below the critical current Ic. The meander shaped nanowire
(on a typical surface of 10µm*10µm) is locally heated by the energy of an absorbed
photon. Subsequently, a normal hotspot is created. The nanowire section available for
the superconducting current is thus reduced and the critical current density is locally
exceeded. Hence the entire stripe section becomes normal and an easily measurable
voltage pulse (mV) is generated before the NbN superconductivity is restored [21].
The hotspot mechanism is a fast process with intrinsic response times as low as
30 ps [37], but practical devices are limited by the kinetic inductance of the meander
which is typically hundreds of microns long [38]. Hence, voltage pulses are usually longer
than 1 ns and practical counting rates are below 100MHz. The SSPD overall detection
efficiency is mainly limited by the poor absorption in the thin NbN layer in the near
infrared region, typically 20% for 3-5 nm thick films.
In our set-up the free running SSPD system (containing two detectors) is cooled
down to 1.7K by pumping a liquid Helium bath to 3mbar. Both detectors are voltage
biased and operated at a superconducting current of 20µA corresponding to 90% of the
critical current. The overall quantum efficiency at 1560 nm was measured to be 5% and
5.5% with dark count rates of 100Hz and 1 kHz for the two different devices. The timing
jitter of the detection module including detector, electronics and signal discrimination,
has been established to be of the order of 70 ps using a coincidence measurement with
photon pairs of 40 fs coherence time.
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4. Experimental Results
4.1. Detection of high coherence photons.
The coherence length of filtered photon pairs can be measured with a coincidence set-up
(figure 1). Detecting the signal photon (λs) at time t0 projects the idler photon (λs)
into the same temporal mode t0±τc with an uncertainty given by the photons coherence
time τc. In our experiment, the detection signals are sent to a time to amplitude
converter (TAC) with a nominal temporal resolution of 45.5 ps. For the coincidence
measurement of signal and idler photon, the histogram of the time differences between
the two electronic signals is plotted in figure 2. Without filtering, the SPDC photons
coherence time is 40 fs. The coincidence peak (lower graph) with a measured FWHM of
80 ps, is the convolution of the two detectors signals and gives a precise calibration of
the setup resolution.
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Figure 2. Coincidence measurement of both, signal and idler photons by a combination
of up-conversion and Si-detectors. If no filters are used (lower graph), the width of
the curve corresponds to the timing jitter of the detectors. For the case of narrowly
filtered photon pairs (upper graph), a broadening of the response signal clearly shows
the photon’s coherence length exceeding the detector’s temporal resolution
The second curve (upper graph) is obtained with the 10 pm filters inserted in the
photon’s path. In this case, τc is larger than the detectors resolution and the coincidence
measurement shows a temporal distribution governed by the photons coherence time.
We observe a significant widening of the coincidence peak (400 ps), corresponding to
a deconvolved width of 285 ps for each photon. The measured value is less than the
theoretical 350 ps due to the filters non-gaussian spectrum and slightly larger bandwidth,
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than specified. This measurement proves that we have, on one hand, created a photon
pair source based on SPDC with highly coherent photons, and on the other hand,
demonstrated that recent photon detectors with high temporal resolution are capable
of resolving the photons arrival time with sub-coherence time precision.
4.2. A Hong-Ou-Mandel experiment
In order to demonstrate the performance of our system we conduct a HOM
experiment. In such an experiment, two indistinguishable photons superposed on a
50/50 beamsplitter (BS) bunch together into the same output mode due to their bosonic
nature [39]. Indistinguishability requires, besides identical polarization, spectral and
spatial modes, that the photons enter the BS simultaneously. This is normally obtained
by using photons originating from the same pair or synchronized pulsed emission from
different sources.
In the case of independent sources with CW excitation, due to the lack of any
synchronization, one has to postselect photon pairs arriving at the same time at the
beamsplitter by detection [40]. This requires detectors with a temporal resolution
superior to the coherence time of the photons. The two output modes are each connected
to a SSPD as shown in figure 3, and for the case where both SSPDs click, the arrival time
difference τ of the photons is recorded by a time to digital converter (TDC), connected
to a computer.
&
BS
PPLNwave guide
Filter
CW Laser
InGaAsInGaAs SSPD SSPD
Figure 3. Experimental setup for a CW HOM-dip experiment. Pairs of photons
are independently created by autonomous unsynchronized CW sources. The photons
are filtered to 10 pm (Filter) in order to increase their coherence time to 300 ps. One
photon from each source is sent onto a 50/50 beamsplitter (BS) and coincidence count
rates between the two high resolution superconducting detectors (SSPD) at the output
ports are recorded. Further coincidence detections (&) by the two InGaAs APD ensure
that we only observe events with photon pairs from different sources.
If this is repeated continuously and the coincidence count rate R of the two detectors
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is plotted as a function of the photons relative time delay τ (figure 4), a decrease in R
is observed for τ = 0, due to photon bunching, giving rise to a “dip”. In order to ensure
that the two signal photons originate from different sources, the related idler photons of
each pair must also be detected, as illustrated in figure 3. A raw dip visibility -defined as
(Vmax−Vmin/(Vmax)- of 78% is observed, which proves the ability to temporally resolve
the photons’ arrival times at the BS. We measure approximately one 4-fold coincidence
per time slot of the TDC (45.5 ps) for each hour of measurement.
Note that we detect all possible arrival-time differences in parallel and each of the
time differences is given by the arbitrary emission times of the CW sources. (This
corresponds to a 4-fold coincidence count rate of 400 events per hour for a temporal
range of ± 10 ns). This value is limited by the probability of two photons, being
emitted independently and arbitrarily, to arrive at a given time at BS. The final 4-
fold coincidence count rate is further affected by losses in fibre coupling, absorption in
the filters and low detector efficiencies.
The detectors’ temporal resolution is sufficient to resolve the photons coherence
length. The limited visibility is predominantly due to multiphoton creation. Thus the
visibility could be further increased by reducing the pump power, with the consequence
of longer measurement times.
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Figure 4. Coincidence count rate between the two SSPD as a function of the measured
temporal delay τ of two identical photons impinging on a beamsplitter and originating
from independent sources. For τ = 0 a HOM-dip with a visibility of 78% is observed.
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5. Conclusion
In conclusion we have realized a set-up of two autonomous CW photon pair sources with
long coherence times in combination with new-generation high resolution detectors. A
spectral radiance Lλ corresponding to 0.08 photons per coherence length and an emitted
spectral brightness Eλ of 3.9∗10
5 pairs s−1pm−1 are achieved. Such sources can be used
in various quantum communication protocols without any need for pulse
synchronization as in field experiments for long distance quantum communication.
Furthermore their bandwidth is compatible with quantum memories. Even though some
efforts have still to be made by both sides, source and memory bandwidths are within
the same order of magnitude and hence make asynchronous quantum repeaters [41] more
feasible.
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